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GUIDE TO THE
WALKER’S HAUTE ROUTE

Welcome

As passionate hikers and travelers, we've made it our goal to empower fellow trekkers
with all of the information they need to have their best Haute Route experience.
We scour the guidebooks, connect with accommodation providers, and compile tips
from other hikers in order to give you the most current, straightforward, and
accessible information possible. Happy trails!
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Logistics

A quick overview of the hike, key stats, and what to expect along the route.

Stage-by-Stage Guide
An overview of the hike and in-depth description of all of your accommodation
options for a 13-day Walker’s Haute Route itinerary. In addition, we’ve included
itineraries for a 11-day and 14-day option.

Key information about getting to and from the Walker’s Haute Route, as well as
insights on luggage storage and rest days.

Packing for the Walker’s Haute Route
Our tried-and-true gear list for conquering the Haute Route. The printable format
makes packing a breeze!

How to Navigate on the Haute Route
Learn how to utilize the custom GPS ﬁles included with this guide to navigate using
your smartphone.

Training Plan
Get in shape for your Haute Route trek with our custom 15-week training plan!

Stage Two: Trient to Champex
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ACCOMMODATION
OPTIONS
Champex:
High end: Hotel Spendide
Mid-range: Hotel Ptarmigan
Budget: Pension en Plein Air
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Distance: 14.49 km
Elevation: + 1,490 m / -1,303 m
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Stage 2 of the Walker’s Haute Route is one of the most
demanding of the entire trek, but is also incredibly rewarding.
You’ll cross the famous Fenêtre d’Arpette en route to Champex.
Savor the stunning views of the Trient Glacier and be sure to
exercise caution on the initial descent from the top of the pass.
Enjoy a relaxing evening in the lovely lakeside village of
Champex.
In addition to the Fenêtre d’Arpette route described above, the
alternate ‘Alp Bovine’ route is also an option for Stage 2.
This route shares the trail with the Tour du Mont Blanc and is a
useful bad weather alternative as it doesn’t involve the heights
or exposure of the Fenêtre d’Arpette.
However, it is still a lovely walk and we highly recommend it
should you have bad weather. The Alp Bovine route is shown on
the map above as an alternate.

Frequently Asked Questions
Q: What is the value of buying the guide?
A: Our guide is designed to give you all of the information
you’ll need to plan the perfect Haute Route. Rather than
spending hours searching the internet in order to string
together bits of information from an assortment of
websites, you’ll be able to get it all in a single document. Not
only will this save you time, but it will allow you to begin
your trip feeling more conﬁdent, prepared, and relaxed.
Q: Can’t I ﬁnd all of this information for free?
A: Maybe. You’ll certainly spend many hours searching
various blogs, forums, and websites to come close. We think
providing all of the information you need to plan your Haute
Route adventure in a single, printable guide is a much better
idea. We spent countless hours documenting our own
experiences and conducting additional research, and we
want others to beneﬁt from the time and effort we put into
this endeavor instead of “reinventing the wheel” for
themselves.
Q: Is it really worth the price?
A: We think you’ll ﬁnd it to be worth much more! You won’t
ﬁnd this level of detail and customized maps anywhere else.
The guide’s 50+ pages are packed with the most accurate
and up-to-date information for Haute Route trekkers. It’s
truly a ridiculously good value!
Q: Is my payment secure?
A: Yes. We use PayPal and Stripe to process all of our
payments. These are two of the largest payment processors
in the world and both offer robust protections for buyers.
Q: What if I’m not satisﬁed with the guide?
A: We think you’ll be more than satisﬁed with the
information we’ve included in the Guide to the Walker’s
Haute Route. However, if for any reason you aren’t, simply
let us know and we’ll gladly issue a full refund.

